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ies, ears, and tongues obviously express a
cornucopia of internal feelings. “Indeed,” he
whimsically remarks, “I often think dogs are
closer to true Buddha nature than people are.”
Here, alas, he offers no experimental data;
avowedly, only the dog owner speaks, not the
scientist and even less the dog.
From dog to god is a small step. Perhaps
the author’s most unexpected confession
is that he was a long-time devout Christian.
Although those days are gone, Koch still feels
strongly that life must have a purpose. In the
introductory chapter, he confesses, “With perfect hindsight, I now realize that what drew
me to studying consciousness was a compelling and entirely subterranean desire to justify
my instinctual belief that life is meaningful.”
Perhaps this stance explains his strong attraction to the philosopher David Chalmers’s dualaspect theory and, especially, to Giulio Tononi’s mathematical theory of consciousness as
integrated information (6), which he describes
as amounting to “a form of property dualism.”
In a curious move, our romantic reductionist
now concludes that the mental and the physical compose “two sorts of properties … that
can’t be reduced to each other.”
The implications of Tononi’s theory
fill Koch with uncritical enthusiasm. He
expresses his strong faith that the theory
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forthcoming companion website. Meanwhile, Wertheim hopes that the gaps in the maps will inspire
researchers to collect more data on where pathogens occur. For many diseases, Africa is epidemiology’s
terra incognita—as painfully large gray areas in the atlas testify.
–Martin Enserink
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will soon lead to the clinical application of right: In the eternal silence of neuronal
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Although the term “creativity” remains
ill-deﬁned throughout the book, by cutting
the topic up into little pieces Lehrer hopes to
get to the bottom of how humans become creative. Imagine is addictive, probably because
the book contains information about our
behavior that all of us have observed. I too
work in coffee shops to get my imagination
ﬂowing; have insights while taking showers;
and live in a city, where creative output is at
its highest. Even more enticing are all of the
little tricks that Lehrer pulls from psychology research on creativity. For instance, putting bathrooms in a space that forces people
with different expertise to interact increases a
company’s creative output. Lehrer argues that
anyone can be creative. It doesn’t matter how
drab you’re feeling today or whether you have
skills or training. Surround yourself with
environmental conditions conducive to creativity, and you can produce something great.
The book aims to stimulate people to be
as creative as possible. In fact, Lehrer holds
that we should change our education system
to emphasize teaching children to be creative.
This raises the question of what we really get
out of being more creative as a community.
The two main outputs of creativity that Lehrer describes are technological innovations
(read patents and therefore money) and art
(read entertainment). It appears that he thinks
creativity results in making either something
that can be sold to people or something that
will entertain them—or both.
There seems something sinister about
reducing creativity to a checklist of to-dos
and reducing the goals of our creative output
to wealth and art. Whereas Lehrer acknowledges that “the creative process will never
be easy, no matter how much we know about
neurons and cities and Shakespeare,” he does
not address the important issue of what we
should do with our creativity. Imagination
can be used to invent a new way to build
better solar panels or to cheat people out of
money. Describing ways to direct human creativity toward good ends would certainly constitute a creative book.
That said, Lehrer smoothly and engagingly blends scientific findings with stories about creative breakthroughs. Imagine
is just plain fun to read, and the author’s
neat prose dishes out valuable information. While writing this review, I couldn’t
help but match my creativity-related behaviors to his descriptions, and I consciously
referred to the book for tips to make the process easier. I don’t know whether doing so
improved the results, but it certainly got my
imagination going.
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